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Framing Questions

• Examine Marxist scholarship on international relations

• Discuss the relation between capitalism and imperialism as argued by Marxist scholars

• How does Marxist notions relate to Critical Theories?

• Elaborate on the significance of  inequality in 21st societies

• What are neo-Marxists and Critical Theorists’ solutions for major national and global 

challenges of  our era?



Marxism and International Relations 
• While Marxists are being dismissed as those primarily interested in Economics, they are also being 

acclaimed as the first scholars who examined aspects of  globalisation

• Marxist thoughts go beyond individualism (Liberalism) the nation-state (Realism)

• Realism and liberalism are claimed to be inadequate at best as they fail to explain the true reasons 
behind the creation of  this type of  world order

• Dogmatic attachment to certain notions such as human nature (power seeking or willing to trade 
and collaborate) are being ridiculed here

• Capitalism itself  is a mutable processes and is not a fixed one based on essential traits of  human 
nature 

• As social life is not the natural outgrowth of  some essential human beings, it can be changed to 
created a more equitable world



Capitalism and Imperialism
• Theories of  Imperialism are closely related to Marxist political traditions

• Marx himself  never talked about international politics but his ideas could easily be extended there.

• While capitalism is not directly linked to colonialism, it has characteristics that exploits and takes advantage of  colonialism 
where it exists

• Expansionist tendencies rooted in imperatives of  competitive accumulation. The logics of  capitalism drives great powers into 
colonial expansionism:

1. Search for raw materials 

2. search for new markets, 

3. overaccumulation that compelled export of  capital etc.

• Imperialistic rivalry is the greatest course of  international conflict as the resources of  the world are limited and all parts of  the 
world are not dominated by one or another power. WWI was the best confirmation of  this

• Capitalism is also claimed to be based on gendered politics: Women as housewives making capitalism possible; third world 
women as cheap labour

• Debates on imperialism has significantly post 9/11, both towards calling for a world empire led by the US or to denouncing it



Worlds Systems

• Core: Democratic, High wages, import raw material, export manufactures, high 

investment, high welfare

• Periphery: non-democratic government, export: raw materials, import: manufactures, 

below subsistence wages, no welfare services

• Semi-Periphery: Authoritarian government, export: raw material, manufactures. import: 

raw material, manufactures, low wages, low welfare

• Importance of  semi-periphery for periphery: source of  labour, control wages, new home 

for semi-obsolete industries



Uneven and Combined Development
• Marx appeared to have traced a linear and single path to modernity promoted by capitalism, which was the one 

pioneered by Britain

• Different countries entered this path to development at different stages, yet the path remained to be identical for 
all of  them

• Leon Trotsky postulated that the path is constantly being retraced and redefined by capitalist countries for the 
peripheries

• This mean that there was indeed disadvantages to being underdeveloped as the path was set by external powers, 
but that there were also advantages to that!

• Countries which joining the capitalist road had the possibility of  leapfrogging the progress

• Yet this might result in instability due to distortions in political structure that have not been developed over a 
long historical period

• Other scholars argued that countries like Iran also experienced this uneven development (starting at a later date) 
and Combined as was influenced by already existing capitalist system

• This disregard for historical context, like Russia, made the Iranian development highly unstable



Historical Materialism and Security
• The objective of  capitalism is claimed to be to create security for the capital and insecurity for the labour

• Imperialism and domination is regarded as the major cause of  insecurity 

• Arms trade is presented as a profitable sector of  the industry by liberals, which in reality is not considering significant subsidies and allocation 
of  resources

• Also many countries now produce arms jointly hence the national interest that realists attach to this is of  much less importance

• Liberals seeing this as a sector of  economy that could be regulated by codes of  conduct is also criticised as a way to legitimate militarisation for 
“legitimate” use

• Militarisation entails significant deviation of  resources from other processes that might be more efficient in resolving disputes as well. 

• Military-industrial complex, denounced also by the likes of  President Eisenhower, distorts international realities and influence government's 
politicise to rip economic benefits 

• Historical Materialists see this sector as tightly ingrained with the state and being used by state for furthering their hierarchical international 
order and the ensuing class interests through subsidies, wars and diversions of  resources 

• Relation between Security-Development, central to realist and liberal schools of  political philosophy is also scrutinised in the framework of  the 
proclaimed North’s responsibility to enable the global South to have North’s qualities, with total disregard for the global South’s agency



Neo-Marxists Challenging Capitalism

• Gramsci’s concept of  hegemony (rule by consent): Why people consented to fascism and 

now capitalism? 

• Capitalism is challenged in its mechanisms of  manufacturing consensus: wars, consumption 

etc.

• The role of  elites (political and cultural) in creating “common sense” underpinning “public 

opinion”

• The “Deep State” i.e. the invisible government 

• Our minds are moulded and our tastes formed by those we have never met. It is claimed 

that 6 corporations currently control whatever we read, write and watched and heard

• Ex. The American Dream, or “the self-made man”



Critical Theory
• Critical theory school (Frankfurt School) were not strictly Marxist but were highly influenced by Marxism

• Rationality yielded less freedom for individuals and less equality among them

• Rationality that promised to fulfil human needs and increase human happiness has done quite the opposite

• The objective of  cultural hegemony is to create “authoritarian personalities”: a new personality structure of  unreflective 
compliance and docility in the face of  authoritarian politics and the collapse of  the democratic rule of  law (Adorno et . al.
1993)

• Frankfurt school’s US experience and “cultural industry” and advertising

• Changeable and contingent relation of  power in a society are portrayed as natural, immutable and inevitable

• Reification: Turning the abstract notions and dynamic human relations into things and objects or conversely transforming 
abstract objects and concepts and give them human qualities

• Such a process not only make those objects more desirable but also masks them being merely products of  human creativity

• From Hobbes to Hegel all theories have been subject to this process and made into tools to suppress demands for freedom 
and equality and happiness

• For example man is portrayed as naturally selfish and egoistic in the social contract of  Hobbes rather than this being a product
of  social and historical development of  societies



Ideology

• Ideology: a network of  shared belief  and attitude which unjustly legitimate the domination of  one part of  
a society by another (Geuss 1980). This is the same definition used by the likes of  Piketty

• History of  mankind is not that of  class struggle but of  ideological conflict

• Ideology justifies inequalities in every society

• Distributive justice is a political questions not an economic one

• Multidisciplinary study by including fields like literature: ex. Balzak and Austin 

• Ownership, social democratic, trifunctional and slave societies and hyper-capitalist ideologies

• All these have sacralised the notion of  private property

• What are the most salient issues of  our time: Inequality and Climate Change, despite significant human 
progress



Human Progress
• Undeniable human progress: higher literacy and  life expectancy , better  access to education 

and healthcare etc. What has been a class privilege is now available to the majority



Inequality I 

• Economists like Simon Kuznets predicted that inequality in capitalist societies initially increases but then it 
will decrease as development progresses (Kuznets’s bell curve) 

• David Ricardo: The scarcity theory ex. Land is limited hence the price continues to grow

• Yet since 1970s inequality has been increasing unabatedly

• Marx failed to adequately account for a continuous development in technology that could guarantee 
continuous growth which in turn tends to attenuate the effects of  accumulation of  wealth 

• Yet he was right as productivity grows slowly and this is not enough to offset the accumulation of  wealth

• Accordingly the wealth gathered over the years become much more important the wealth created by the 
economy

• Unlike what Marx predicted this accumulation of  wealth is not that apocalyptic and might not 
automatically lead to the breakdown of  the entire system

• Human progress is not linear, not every change will always be for the best



Inequality II

• Growing socio-economic inequality rose dramatically since 1980s everywhere



Drivers of  Inequality

• China and Russia for example have become much wealthier but this has been at the cost of  
the oligarchs appropriating natural resources or exclusive licensing rights. Has this been the 
best possible route to development?

• Growth in the US and Europe has been much higher in the egalitarian period of  1950 to 
1980. Hence we do not necessarily need inequality to foster growth

• Now the inequality is much higher but the growth has stagnated. Hence national growth 
decreased as did the share of  the bottom half

• unbridled accumulation of  wealth does not lead to linear economic development
• High salaries is much less important than high return on capital and investment
• We have yet to see a significant impact by this “invisible hand of  markets”!
• So since 1980 to 2020 we are witnessing the elephant curve



Who benefitted from growth since 1980 to 2018?









Justifying Inequality!

• Top earners into two groups:

• Russian Oligarchs, Middle East Sheikhs, and billionaires of  China, Mexico or Indonesia

• Entrepreneurs, usually Europeans and Americans, like silicon valley. These groups contributions to 

global prosperity is widely praised by all. if  they were properly rewarded they might have bene even 

richer ! Society owes them a moral depth!?

• Meritocracy argument, disregard for significant social contributions of  other factors 

including the state and the role of  taxes and research 

• Stability argument: inequality in not entirely right, but challenging the status quo might 

break the society with negative implications even for the poor

• Associated with this is also a claim that state is always less efficient than private ownership





Failure of  previous Socialist governments

• Why have the social democratic coalitions been unable to tackle this? All political parties since 1980s have followed the path of  low taxation 
and disregard for inclusive education  

• Soviet union played a significant role in increasing inequalities in the West 

• Communist societies and their subsequent mutations also contributed to the current rise of  inequality and the rise of  identity politics

• It is difficult to create a coalition of  the left to materialise this politics for tackling inequality, yet since the French revolution people were 
already discussing questions like progressive taxation. 

• 1.failure to develop a more just idea of  property; 2.the inability to challenge inequality in higher educations and 3.a lack of  a theory of  
transnational redistribution

• Wealth movement is designed by a very sophisticated financial and legal systems and it is not easy to tackle

• Capital is mobile but lower tax paying classes are not

• Social nativist trap underpinned by identify politics  is fuelled d by the lack of  internationalist egalitarian platform, i.e. by the absence of  a true 
social federalism at international level 

• Opportunistic leaders have used these shortcoming on nationalist angles to discredit WTO and WB etc. this is pure opportunism which is 
successful due to the fact that people are disaffected by the economic systems

• All this has created discontent by the lower classes. Brexit and election of  Donal Trump who is still riding high in opinion polls



Access to higher education in the US is now directly linked to parental income



Participative Socialism
• 1930-1980 the top tax rate in the US was above 80% and this led to a huge productivity in the US and did 

not kill capitalism

• Social, fiscal and legal systems need to be transformed

• Relation between ownership of  capital and broader society 

• We do not need to regulate movement of  people, regulate migration, we need to regulate the movement of  
capital

• Taxation should apply to income, wealth and inherited wealth

• Main strategies:

• 1. Co-management in companies

• 2. permanent circulation of  property through providing minimum inheritance for all funded by progressive taxation

• 3.Providing capital grants to all young adults in society ex. In France this could be 120K Euro

• 3. More equity in education systems

• 4. Question of  women and female representation is also another fundamental factor





Summary

• Marx: Class antagonism, historical materialism, economic determinism

• Views on religion

• WWI and collapse of  the Russian economy led to the October revolution and prepared grounds 
for Lenin. In a sense he was in the right place at the right time

• Lenin’s contributions 

• How to kickstart the revolution

• What does a he post-revolutionary state look like

• Lenin as a control-freak, one of  the pioneers of  state-terrorism

• Liberalism and imperialism

• World systems: Core, semi- peripheries and peripheries 



Summary cont.
• Gramsci

• Cultural hegemony 

• War of  manoeuvre (revolutionary raptures)  versus war of  position

• Gradual change through representative democracy 

• Denouncing too much focus on human rights and democracy 

• Fordism and post-Fordism

• Post-Marxism : moving beyond limits of  Marxism’s classical tenets regarding class , historical determinism  and historical 
materialism

• What to be done? Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe: Far left populism (reference to Machiavelli!) as Machiavelli is claimed 
to be the first scholar who actually gave practical solution rather than proposing theories only. “Hegemony and Socialist 
Strategy”

• La France Insoumise , Podemos, Movimento 5 stele, Occupy movement etc. 

• Social Anarchism:belief  in the abolition of  all government and the organization of  society on a voluntary, cooperative basis 
without recourse to force or compulsion

• Living scholars with close affiliations: Slavoj Žižek, Noam Chomsky, Chantal Mouffe Jurgen Haberman, Thomas Piketty…


